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Editorial.
Late again! Sorry, very busy time. I haven’t even taken the car out of the garage yet this year, which is
particularly reprehensible in view of some of the weather we’ve had recently.
Not so much to report following last month’s newsletter, but I am pleased to say that we have a further
instalment from Richard L on the Elan restoration, which I’m sure you will enjoy.
We have of course had the AGM since the previous newsletter. This was attended by 20 members, including
the Steering Group members, which equates to approximately 20% of the membership. This is a little low,
but it must be acknowledged that the AGM was again a month late this year, and, being shortly after Easter,
a number of people may have been away. Amongst other things discussed, the Steering Group asked for
suggestions for events/runs/visits etc. to add to the events list. There were a few positive responses, but in
general the reaction was low-key. In addition to this, a significant item aired was the possibility of relocating
the club night venue to The Moody Mare on Seven Mile Lane. The suggestion was made that the ‘Drive It
Day’ on 23rd April was used as an opportunity to meet at The Moody Mare to enable the Membership to have
a look at the facilities and offer their opinions. The pub had offered to provide coffee and biscuits and open
up areas of the pub for viewing. In the event no members took up the opportunity. I for one was away that
weekend, and perhaps many others were in a similar position, but this apparent lack of engagement from the
Membership is of concern to the Steering Group. It may simply be that the majority of the membership is
entirely happy with the structure of the Group and our activities, but the alternative is potentially the complete
opposite, with little of interest to much of the Membership. Hopefully it’s the former, but for our peace of mind,
and possibly our action, do please let members of the Steering Group know your views in this respect. Many
thanks.

Brabham – Reborne.
The motorsport fans amongst you may be aware that after many years of the Brabham racing team being
passed from one owner to another before its eventual demise, the Brabham family regained ownership of the
name back in 2014. Since then Brabham Automotive has been quietly developing, culminating in the
unveiling on 2nd May of the BT62, a million pound supercar. This is their first step on a path that they hope
will lead them back to their spiritual home, the racetrack, the aim being that at some point they will field a car
at Le Mans, a race won by two of the Brabham sons. There was a small article about this in Motorsport
Magazine which had a website address for a lottery for limited public viewings following the official unveiling.
Not expecting to hear anything I submitted my name, and as luck would have it I won a ticket!
There is another lottery that I would have
preferred to win if I’m perfectly honest,
but nonetheless I was very happy to take
up the opportunity, and felt very honoured
when I did. They were timed slots, but there
were only about a dozen people present
when I attended. Aside from the new car
there were six significant cars from the
team’s history, including Sir Jack’s titlewinning car.

"Houston, we have a problem……… “
You will recall in my second newsletter article, I reported on the (body) launch procedure and declared we had
lift off! Well on the return journey, we had an Apollo 13 moment. Luckily the problem was solved by my co-pilot
(aka Vaughn). At the present time, it’s “all systems are a GO” for (body) re-entry in the next few weeks whilst
final checks (tightening to torque settings) and minor attachments are made prior to return to Earth.
So you are asking what was the problem and how did it manifest itself? Well, let’s pick up from article 7 when I
reported that I had my gearbox back but was awaiting return of my engine.
With a desire to install elements sequentially as they returned, I decided to bolt the bellhousing onto the
gearbox and install it into the chassis.
The intent was then to put
the engine in as one whole
lump. Previously (in the
“1980s”), when I had to
replace the clutch, I split the
head from the block. To
avoid strain on the gearbox
mounting prior to re-installing
the engine, the gearbox was
supported in a “high tech”
fashion (as shown).
As we celebrated Christmas with family in Seattle, I did not pick up the re-built engine until mid January.
With the exception of the camshafts and camshaft cover, I think every other part was either re-machined
or replaced. It certainly looked a lot better than it had previously!

The flywheel and clutch were duly bolted on. In Brian Buckland’s book, he indicates the need for a
special “toothed” tool to prevent the flywheel from turning when you torque up the bolts. They say
necessity is the mother of all invention but improvisation comes a close second - I used an angle
bracket and it worked a treat. I did however use a proper alignment tool to centre the clutch plate and
housing.

To prevent damage to the body (both human and Lotus) re-installing the engine was delayed until April
when it was drier and warmer. With the help of my co-pilot, I expected the docking procedure to take
just an hour or so. Well, after a lot of tugging and pushing we did manage to get the engine lined up
with the bellhousing but the gearbox spigot would only engage halfway. Vaughn suggested we try just
turning the crankshaft slightly – we tried this a few times but we still had an inch to go.
Most reluctantly, I agreed with Vaughn’s
suggestion to engage “retro rockets” and also
remove the gearbox. So two steps backwards!
Even with the gearbox out and turning the
crankshaft, the spigot still would not engage
fully. So the “retro rockets” were fired once more
for another step back as Vaughn suggested we
take the clutch off to check it was the right size
for the spigot. Yes, that was okay. We also
checked the alignment….still wouldn’t engage.
Finally with the clutch plate ever so slightly
loose, we manoeuvred the two modules to full
engagement. Carefully we separated the two
modules, re-tightened the clutch to torque
settings and bolted the engine to the gearbox.
Manhandling the complete unit into the chassis
was no easy task due to the chassis mounting
brackets sticking inwards like large ears. However
after a few attempts we eventually managed to
achieve full docking. The whole process took
close to 4 hours but as you can imagine, there
were a couple of relieved mechanics at the end
of it!!!
Afterwards I wondered how difficult it was to line
up the two Apollo modules, travelling at speed
around the Earth and then dock without damaging
anything. Coincidentally that was about the same
time as this modular vehicle was being
assembled for its maiden voyage in 1968!
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